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SPONTINI: Pas des Guerriers from Fernand Cortez - 1809:

MEHUL: O toi le digne appui d'un père from Joseph - 1807:

Spontini was Director of the Empress's Music, and enjoyed Napoleon's
protection in the early years of the Empire. His opera La Vestale is probably
the first true example of the "empire style" in music. Fernand Cortez was
a much grander venture involving, among other lavish effects, the use of
fourteen horses of the Franconi Cavalry. There was a lull in performances
after the initial presentations, but its success is evident to us in its revival ten
years later, after which it lasted in the operatic repertoire until 1830. This
military march is an example of the confident imperial mood in which these
performances thrived.

Josephine, when still Mme de Beauharnais, had introduced Mehul to
Napoleon very early on. Mehul was conscious of Napoleon's leaning towards
Italian styles in music, and had composed works in imitation of it, causing the
Emperor to comment "No Frenchman could ever have written music like this"
and "See that you deceive me often this way!". However Joseph, whilst still
an opera, concerns an ancient and sacred subject, and is an excellent example
of the music of the French imperial period. This duet takes place between
Jacob and his one remaining son, Benjamin.

MARTINI: Plaisir D’Amour - 1784:

PAISIELLO: Nel cor piu non mi sento, L'amor contrasto from "La Molinara" - 1788:

Napoleon graduated from the military academy at Brienne in October of
1784. Whilst there is no record of his having either heard or sung this ballad
personally, we do know that Martini remained a staple in the repertoire of
the imperial orchestra. At Brienne, in keeping with the culture of the Ancien
Regime, the students received training in dancing and deportment as well
as in military prowess. The enduring popularity of this song - a delightful
moodsetter even for us this evening - makes it unlikely that Napoleon,
Josephine, their family and associates would not have known it!

Paisiello was a firm favourite of Napoleon's (composers more prominent
to us now, such as Cherubini, in fact earned the Emperor's disapproval
by criticizing Paisiello to him: he took it quite personally!). La Molinara,
although dating from before the revolution, nonetheless is a work which we
know continued to captivate the Emperor's ear. Contemporary reports of
his enjoyment of music suggest that his private taste as a music lover would
always supersede his response to works which, even though they demonstrate
the imperial style better to us, had the purpose rather of flattering him as a
sovereign than of raising his spirits.

LESUEUR: Le Chant de Selma, from Ossian or Les Bardes - 1804:

PAISIELLO: Ah Eccelenza from Nina, o sia La pazza per amore - 1790:

Lesueur presented this work on July 10, 1804 at the Opera, newly named
the Imperial Academy of Music. He had just succeeded Paisiello as the
director of the orchestra. We know that Napoleon had a preference for the
latter's more Italian style. However, this work so pleased the Emperor that he
brought Lesueur to the imperial box at the performance, seating him next to
Empress Josephine, to receive the audience's acclaim. The next day Lesueur
received a golden snuff-box, inscribed "The Emperor of the French to the
composer of Les Bardes", containing the cross of the Legion D'Honneur and
six thousand-franc notes.

A comical "stuttering" aria from Nina, another of the Emperor's favourites.
ANONYMOUS: Mort et convoi de l'invincible Marlborough - 1709:
This popular song dates from the early wars of the eighteenth century,
but evolved into a marching song in France and is still a popular nursery
rhyme today. The tune is immediately recognizable; however, we know that
Napoleon had a fondness for humming or whistling it "autant maljuste" (outof-tune) as Louis XV, whenever, according to his valet Constant, the army was
about to depart for a new campaign.

